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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF BLASTING VIBRATIONS
ON THE HIGH-WALL STABILITY
The stability of the high-walls is one of the major concerns for open pit mines. Among the
various factors affecting the stability of high-walls, blast vibrations can be an important
one. In general, worldwide the established respective government regulations and industry
standards are used as guidance to determine the maximum recommended levels of the peak
particle velocity and frequency from the blast to avoid any effects on the structures around
the mining project. However, most of the regulations are meant for buildings or houses and
do not concern high-walls.
This thesis investigates the response of high-walls under the effects of vibrations from mine
blasting. In this research, the relationship between the high-wall response, the geometry of
the slope, the frequency and the amplitude, of the ground vibration produced by blasting,
is explored using numerical models in 3DEC. The numerical models were calibrated
initially with data collected using seismographs installed in a surface mine operation and
recording vibrations produced by an underground mine drill and blast operation. Once the
calibration was accomplished, a parametric study was developed to explore the
relationships between various parameters under study and its impact on the stability of
high-walls.
KEYWORDS: High-walls, blasting vibrations, frequency, amplitude, 3DEC, numerical
modeling
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Usually, after an open-pit mine excavation, a high-wall remains which is either abandoned
or covered. But with the development of high-wall miners, they are sometimes left to
recover the precious mineral in the future to justify the ever-increasing high stripping cost
in open-pit mining or in some cases support the underground excavation. These two facts
have resulted in larger high-walls that are left standing for increased periods of time prior
to reclamation. These long-standing high-walls with constant exposure to wear and tear of
mining operations, natural processes like rain, snow etc. have resulted in greater exposure
to the risk for miners and an elevated probability of serious accidents, which have
sometimes turned out to be fatal. Figure 1-1 shows a typical high-wall mining operation in
the Appalachian region in the USA.

Figure 1-1: Typical high-wall mining operation (contourmining.com, Sep 20, 2017)
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The total number of surface mining fatalities has always been a concern and remains the
top priority for the mines. The modernization, improved studies, increased focus on safety
has helped in reducing the numbers as compared to past, but it is still high from the coveted
target of zero fatalities. Since 2005, the fatalities related to high-wall failures are close to
9.5% (Table 1-1) of the total fatalities in surface mining. Most of the modern surface
mining fatalities are associated with machinery and haulage.
Table 1-1: High-wall fatalities compared with total surface mining fatalities (MSHA, 2017)
Year

2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

High-wall
Failure
Fatalities
1
1
0
0
1
0
2

Total
Surface
Fatalities
10
10
12
14
10
3
8

Year

2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
Total

High-wall
Failure
Fatalities
0
0
1
2
1
0
9

Total
Surface
Fatalities
3
4
5
7
6
2
94

The high-wall stability is a problem that is affected by various factors like, geology,
discontinuities in the rock mass, stresses, mining operations, standing time, weathering due
to surroundings and many others. But of them all, one of the important factors that is
relatively less talked or emphasized upon is the blasting induced stress, which over the
period can result in devastating outcomes when least expected.
The current study aims to delve into the forefront of understanding the effects of these blast
-induced stresses on a high-wall and determine the extent to which and how these stresses
affect the stability of high-wall.
1.2 Blasting Vibrations
Blasting of rocks using explosives remains the cheapest, simplest and most widely used
method to fragment and heave rock for the construction and mining industries. Part of the
energy released in the process of blasting is used for fragmenting or moving the rock, and
a part of the energy released during the chemical process is wasted in the form of heat,
vibration, sound, etc. Out of these various parts of energy that are not utilized for the rock
fragmentation and movement, vibrations and sounds are the most studied and observed
2

parameters. Sounds and vibrations effects of a mining blast are more perceptible to humans
and can have significant damaging effects on both humans and structures.
Based, on the damaging effects and human perception studies, various leading government
organizations across the countries established maximum recommended levels of vibrations
and sound generated from mining and construction operations to operate and to safeguard
structures. One of such organizations was the United States Bureau of Mines (USBM).
After years of research, a Report of Investigation (RI) 8507 was released by USBM, which
the main contribution to the mining industry is shown in Figure 1-2 and is known as the Z
curve.

Figure 1-2: USBM RI 8507 Safe Blasting Levels
According to the Z curve, any ground vibration (the peak particle velocity or PPV)
produced by a mining operation above the solid line will generate damage to the structures.
If the PPV is below the line, the safety of the structure without damage is assured. Another
important concept as per the Z curve is that the mining operations can operate at higher
PPV values if the generated blast vibration is composed of a high-frequency content. So,
3

usually, it is a general practice in mining to “shift” the ground vibration frequencies
produced by blasting to higher levels to prevent damage to structures. However, as
mentioned before, the Z curve was developed for the safety of structures (one story rural
houses) under certain blasting conditions and cannot be applied to high-walls. The levels
of vibrations and frequencies which affect high-walls could be different from mine to mine,
and damaging effects might not govern from the usual blasting standards set for human
structures.
1.1 Problem Statement
The current research investigates the impacts of the dynamic stresses generated due to
blasting on the high-walls and tries to correlate its damage to blasting vibration,
frequencies, amplitude, and duration.
The research is divided into two phases, where in Phase 1, the focus is the on collection of
the field data by setting up seismographs to record blasting vibrations and use of a scanner
to collect the scan data of walls. Phase 2, of the research, is the parametric study based on
the calibrated numerical model to understand the relationship between parameters like
frequency, geometry on the stability of high-walls.
Phase 1
The first part of the research concentrates on studying high-wall as shown in Figure 1-3
and the case under study is Nally and Gibson, Georgetown Limestone Quarry located in
Georgetown Kentucky, where the underground excavation of limestone is done using drill
and blast.
Phase 1 was carried out in two stages with field data collection of vibration histories and
scan data of the high-walls at various stages. The vibration histories collected from the
field were used as an input to calibrate the model in Phase 2 of the project. The scanned
data collected using the Maptek I-Site 8800, is used to design surfaces and could be used
as an input for the Three-Dimensional Discrete Element Code (3-DEC) for further
numerical simulation. In the present research, due to time constraint, this was not utilized,
but it can be a further course of the study for the future work.
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Figure 1-3: High-wall under study at Nally & Gibson, Limestone Quarry, Georgetown,
Kentucky
Phase 2
Usually, the mines look for the established government regulations for guidance to
determine the peak particle velocity and frequency levels. But most of the regulations
around the globe are meant for the structures surrounding mine and does not concern highwalls.
The parametric study in this phase explores numerical models in 3DEC to understand the
impact of parameters like the geometry of the slope, the frequency, the amplitude, and the
duration of the blasting vibrations on high-wall stability. The models in use were calibrated
initially with data collected from seismographs in the first phase of the research. The study
also tries to explore if the any of the outcomes can help the mines to design their blast more
prudently.
1.2 Supplemental Tools
Various tools were the key to achieving the outcome of the research. They were important
in various stages of the research.
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In the primary stage of the field data collection, following tools made the basis for it:
1. Seismographs
The seismograph was set up to collect the vibration, frequency, amplitude of the blast
vibrations. The data collected by the seismographs is accessed remotely using a modem
used to transmit data.
2. Maptek-I-Site Laser Scanner
The high-wall under study was scanned using Maptek I-Site 8800. The scanner is set up in
the field at multiple locations, usually three, to cover the high-wall from all the angles. The
scanner takes a 360° picture of the area and the picture is divided into multiple sections to
scan as per the requirement. The scanned data is stored in a portable hand-held controller
which can be later imported to a personal computer for further processing.
3. Three-Dimensional Discrete Element Code (3DEC)
3DEC is a three-dimensional numerical program based on the distinct element method for
discontinuum modeling from Itasca. This numerical program allows finite displacements
and rotations of discrete bodies, including complete detachment (User’s Guide 3DEC
version 5.0). It has a command driven structure for programming. The various numerical
models for the parametric study were generated using the 3DEC.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into five main chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background leading
to the research. It also discusses the purpose of the project. Chapter 2 is focused on the
literature review and discusses the previous attempts to study the high-wall stability.
Chapter 3 focuses on the experiments and the setup for the research. Chapter 4 discusses
the outcomes of the results of the study. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes the results and
conclusions.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Blasting Vibrations
Vibrations can be described as a passage of the energy which oscillates the particles of the
material about an average position. The vibrations at a point could be of the low intensity
or the high intensity depending on the various parameters like the source of energy,
distance from the source, mode of transportation of energy etc.
Ground vibrations due to blasting are a similar passage of the energy, released from the
blasting operations in mines, quarries, and other construction activities. Vibrations need a
medium to travel, which is different from light and electromagnetic waves that can travel
within the vacuum. As the name suggests, ground vibrations propagate through the earth
and are sometimes termed as seismic waves as their propagation properties are similar to
the ground motions produced by earthquakes (David Siskind, 2005). But blasting
vibrations are primarily different with their low peak amplitude and high dominant
frequencies than earthquakes due to the source of energy and lower distance of
propagation.
To understand these ground vibrations, they are measured in terms of velocity,
displacement or acceleration at the point of interest. The seismograph as shown in Figure
2-1 is an instrument that records vibrations of the particle in all the three directions i.e.
vertical, transverse and longitudinal to understand the complete movement. The time
history recorded by these seismographs is a waveform, a continuous representation of the
particle movement.
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Figure 2-1: A typical seismograph (Source: Glossary, Blasting Training International)
2.1.1 General Characteristics of Blast Vibrations
The passage of the ground vibrations makes the ground to move in an elliptical manner in
three dimensions. To understand and measure this movement the motion is recorded in all
the three dimensions, longitudinal, transverse and vertical as shown in the Figure 2-2. In
the given figure, the X-axis is time and Y-axis is the velocity measured continuously at all
point of times on the curve. Longitudinal component is usually along the horizontal
direction of explosion and other two components are perpendicular to it with, vertical being
vertical and transverse being in the radial direction.
The three wave types are divided into two varieties:
1. Body Waves
2. Surface Waves
Body waves are the waves that travel through the body of the rock and soil, whereas surface
waves propagate along a surface-air interface.
8

Figure 2-2: A seismograph record measured in the field with all the three dimensions
Body waves are further divided into two types:
1. Primary waves (P-wave)
2. Shear waves (S-wave)
Primary waves are compressive in nature and the shear waves are distortional in nature.
The surface waves are more commonly known as Rayleigh waves and become significant
usually at a distance from the source of the blast.
2.1.2 Movement of the waves
A blast hole explosion results in the generation of the body waves at small distances. These
waves propagate in a spherical manner as shown in the Figure 2-3, are pre-dominantly the
P-waves, which on intersection with a crack or fracture or any other rock type results into
the generation of the shear and surface waves.

9

Figure 2-3: Movement of the body waves from the blast-hole (M.S. Far et. al, 2016)
At small distances, usually, all the three wave types reach at the same time and it is difficult
to identify them. But at large distances, the shear wave and the surface waves which are
relatively slow as compared to the compressive waves are easy to distinguish as shown in
Figure 2-4.
In blasting operations, the blast-holes fire in a sequence of few milliseconds resulting in
overlapping of the waves and makes it a difficult phenomenon to understand. But single
hole shots study (Reihart, 1975) gave a better understanding of the effects of the blasting
vibrations.
Usually, the blasting personnel are not concerned about the individual types of the waves
and focus on measuring and analyzing the highest amplitude for the purpose of blast design.
But sometimes the wave type is also of concern when the generation mechanism is relevant.
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Figure 2-4: A general distinction of the three wave types monitored at large distance from
blast-hole (Geological Digressions, Archives Geophysics)
The three waves create a completely different movement of the particle when they pass
through rock or soil as shown in the Figure 2-5. Thus, they have the different effect on the
structure concerned. The longitudinal wave (P-wave) generates motion of the particle in
the direction of propagation, the shear wave (S-wave) produces motion perpendicular to
the direction of propagation. The surface wave (Rayleigh wave) generates motion of the
particle both in the perpendicular and parallel direction of propagation.
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Figure 2-5: Particle motion variation with wave type (Weebly, Earthquakes)

2.1.3 Parameters describing vibration
A typical particle motion time history graph i.e. a vibration plot is described mainly by the
following:
1. Peak amplitude
2. Principal frequency
3. Duration of the motion
These parameters are dependent on various properties such as the strength of the rock,
propagation medium, and the blasting sequence or blast timing. The range of parameters
determining the characteristics of the vibration for general mine blasting, quarrying, and
construction operations are presented in the Table 2-1 (Cording et al. 1975).
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Table 2-1: Range of typical blast parameters
Parameter

Range

Displacement

10-4 to 10 mm

Particle Velocity

10-4 t 103 mm/s

Particle Acceleration

10 to 105 mm/s2

Pulse Duration

0.5 to 2 s

Wavelength

30 to 1500 m

Frequency

0.5 to 200 Hz

The two important characteristics that make a blast vibration different from the earthquake
are:
1. The vibrations occur at relatively higher frequencies as compared to earthquake
2. The energy contained in the motion is minute as compared to an earthquake

2.1.4 Vibration Amplitude
The particle motion is most commonly measured in the form of displacement, velocity or
acceleration. Most of the current seismographs measure velocity and the major safety
regulations set up by the countries also have velocity limits.
To study blasting vibrations they are approximated as sine waves varying in time or
distance. The approximation helps in simple conversions in between the velocity,
acceleration, and displacement.
The general form of sine wave used in blasting vibrations can be understood with equation
for the displacement, u,
u = U sin (Kx + ωt)
where;
U is maximum displacement
K is constant know as wave number
ω is circular natural frequency
13

(2.1)

t is time
If the location and wavelength are constant, the variation of displacement with time can be
written as;
u = U sin (constant+ ωt)

(2.2)

As can be seen from the Figure 2-6, the wave repeats itself after a certain fixed time called
as the period T, ω must be equal to 2π/T to make the function repeat when time moves by
a period. As frequency is the number of times waves repeats itself in a second, so frequency
is equal to 1/T. So, the circular natural frequency can be given as,
ω =2π/T

(2.3)

f =1/T

(2.4)

ω = 2πf

(2.5)

Figure 2-6: Sine wave with repetitive motion with time (Introduction to Waves, Wordpress)
The wavelength similarly, can be given in terms of the propagation velocity c and period
T, as
u = U sin (constant + ωt)

(2.6)

v = U ω cos (constant+ ωt)

(2.7)

a = -U ω2 sin (constant + ωt)

(2.8)
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So, the absolute value of the maximum motion can be given by the following when sine
function is equal to 1.
λ = c/f

(2.9)

u=U

(2.10)

v = 2πf U

(2.11)

a = 4π2f2U

(2.12)

Thus, the maximum particle motion can be found easily from one another, in sine wave
approximation of the wavelength, if frequency f is known.
In general, when all the three components of the particle motion are observed, i.e. the
longitudinal, transverse and the vertical, none of them always dominates and peak
component is different in different blasting situations. The peak value does not occur at the
same time for the different components. So, for the sake of clear understanding, the peak
particle motion is described as the magnitude of the highest particle motion of any of the
three components. Another value, maximum vector sum is calculated by taking the square
root of the summation of the squares of the maximum of each component, making it by
default a larger value than any of the individual maximum value of any of the component.
Thus, this value gives a safety factor giving a guidance as most of the observed empirical
cracking is done by single-component peaks.
2.1.4 Vibration Frequency
The frequency of a wave as discussed before is the number of times a wave repeats itself
in a second. Previous research has shown that structures respond differently when excited
by vibrations, equal in all respects, but differing in principal frequency (Charles Dowding,
2000).
Vibration frequency can be calculated in a variety of ways like Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT), inversion of time periods and response spectrum techniques. The FFT as shown in
Figure 2-7 is useful in understanding and processing a signal (vibration time history),
which is converted into a frequency distribution to determine the dominant frequency.
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Response spectrum also displays frequency distribution, and frequency and period work
with function f=1/T.

Figure 2-7: FFT of a signal giving a frequency distribution curve
The single-degrees-of-freedom (SDF) systems are the base of the frequency and the
distance related blasting guides (Siskind et al. 1980b). In the well-known mug-rubber
experiment, which behaves like an SDF system, it was established that the frequencies
higher than the natural frequency cause less strain or displacement. This, later on, became
the base for, why it is important to determine the dominant frequency of vibrations for
controlling the potential to cause cracks.
Vibration frequency is sensitive to absolute distance and nature of the transmitting media.
The vibrations traveling through rock retain the higher frequencies in contrast to the soil as
a transmitting media. Soil layers over rock produce low-frequency vibrations through both
selective attenuation and the generation of surface waves.
Vibration frequencies are possibly related to the initiation sequence intervals; however, this
effect is usually masked by the scatter in the timing, but nowadays the improved initiation
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systems can relate better to predicting the vibrations. RI 8507 (Siskind et al. 1980b)
describes the importance of various design parameters and studies done to identify their
relative importance.
2.2 Slope Stability
A slope can be defined as an inclined surface cut into the natural body, which is usually
expressed as the degrees of inclination with respect to the horizontal. Slope designing in a
mine is a very crucial engineering task. It is vital for the mine to have a well-planned and
designed slope both from the safety and economic point of view. Slope designing in a mine
is a task which is governed by the proper integration of three important divisions: Planning,
Production, and Geo-mechanics.
Slope Configuration
The basic terms associated with the slope configuration are shown in Figure 2-8. The some
of the important terms to be known are:
1. Crest: The top of an excavated bench
2. Face: The inclined or vertical surface of the rock exposed after excavation
3. Bench: A base that works as a single level of operations in an open-pit mining
4. Bench Angle: The angle of the bench w.r.t the horizontal
5. Toe: The bottom of the slope
6. Overall Slope Angle: The angle formed by a line joining the toe of the wall to the crest
of the wall with respect to the horizontal.
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Figure 2-8: Slope Configuration (Arteaga et. al, 2014)
Slope Orientation
Orientation of a slope is defined by the following terms which are shown in the Figure 2-9
1. Dip: The angle at which a bed is inclined from the horizontal, measured normal to strike
and in the vertical plane
2. Dip direction: the direction perpendicular to the strike, which is bearing of the dip
3. Strike: The outcrop of a fault plane or bed on a level surface
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Figure 2-9: Orientation of a plane (Engineering 360, Geotechnical Services Information)
Slope Failure: Causes and Processes
Stability of a slope is dependent on several factors and it is difficult to point out any single
cause for the failure of the slope. In general, it is a combination of certain factors combined
at a time to cause the failure. These factors are divided into two categories:
1. Factors causing increase in Shear Stress
2. Factors reducing the Shear Strength
Increased Shear Stress
The major factors which fall into this category are:
1. The increased amount of load on a slope like that in a case of dumping excess material
in an internal mine dump slope
2. Transient dynamic stresses from the blasting operations, movement of heavy mining
equipment and earthquakes
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3. Lateral pressure due to pore pressure, widening of cracks due to inclement weather
conditions
4. Increased tectonic activities that can disrupt the stress fields
Reduced Shear Strength
The major factors which fall into this category are:
1. Inherent characteristics of the material or the geological factors such as orientation and
presence of the discontinuities, the presence of the weak material.
2. The removal of the sideways support, in the case of mines it could be due to removal of
the retaining structures, the soil erosion due to rainy conditions or the subsidence
3. Changes in the strength due to weathering, like the physical breakdown of the granular
rocks resulting in reduced cohesion.
4. Changes in the internal forces due to discontinuities and water pore pressure
5. Weakening of the slope due to continuous creep.
2.2.1 General modes of Slope failure
The four primary modes of slope failure are:
1. Plane Failure
2. Circular Failure
3. Wedge Failure
4. Toppling Failure
The other modes of failure that are considered as slope failure include rockfalls and rock
flow. All the four primary modes of failure are shown in the Figure 2-10
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Figure 2-10: Different modes of slope failure in rock masses (R.Rai, Slope Lecture)
1. Plane Failure
Planar failure can occur where weak planes such as joints, faults, and bedding planes dip
into the excavation due to unfavorable face orientation. A build-up of high water pressures
may lead to sudden failure where critical planes daylight in the quarry face. Tension cracks
can also be monitored for movement.
2. Circular Failure
These can occur in high faces in weak materials such as silts and clays, heavily jointed
rock, tailings and spoil heaps. Loading at the crest of the slope and toe excavation
combined with high water pressures may lead to failure. Tension cracks may form behind
the slope and these can be monitored to give some indication of the progress of the
movement.
3. Wedge Failure
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Wedge sliding in mutually inclined and intersecting planes can occur where weak planes
dip into the excavation due to unfavorable face orientation. The buildup of high water
pressures may lead to sudden failure where critical planes daylight in the quarry face.
4. Toppling Failure
This occurs in hard rock with columnar structure and over-steep faces with closely spaced
and adversely inclined steep discontinuities dipping into the face. The resulting movement
is due to forces that cause an over-turning moment about a pivot point below the center of
gravity of the block. If unchecked, it will result in a fall or slide of the material.
2.2.2 Mechanical approach to Stability Analysis
The stability analysis of the slope has been approached in numerous ways, including
probabilistic methods, static equilibrium methods, finite difference or element methods and
many more. The most common method employed is the simple limit equilibrium method
to evaluate the sensitivity of possible failure conditions to slope geometry and rock mass
parameters (Piteau and Martin, 1982). The other detailed methods such as finite element
or probabilistic analysis are taken into consideration when the stability of the slope is
sensitive to the failure mechanisms. Limit equilibrium technique is usually applied in the
cases where the failure mechanism and the strength parameters can easily be defined, for
the more complex issues where a large amount of discontinuities, complex geometry is
involved, advanced techniques are considered.
The Limit Equilibrium Concept
The limit equilibrium concept, as the name suggests is the point in time when the driving
forces are just equal to the resisting forces, which in turn means that all the points are on
the verge of failure. This gives rise to the fact that, the factor of safety will be greater than
unity, the i.e. slope will be considered stable, when the resisting forces are greater than the
driving forces and less than unity otherwise, meaning an unstable slope.
The simplest approach to a limit equilibrium concept can be observed in the case of planar
failure, where a block rests on the inclined slope as shown in the Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11: Block on an inclined plane at limiting equilibrium (Rock Slope Stability, C.A.
Kliche)
The following equations describe the forces acting on the block
𝜏 = 𝐶 + 𝜎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑

𝜎=

𝑁
= 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽/𝐴
𝐴

𝜏 =𝐶+(

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
) 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑
𝐴

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Shear force = 𝜏𝐴 = resisting force = 𝐶𝐴 + 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑

(2.16)

Driving force = 𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

(2.17)

Equating driving and resisting forces we get equation for factor of safety (F.S.)
F.S. = Resisting Forces/Driving Forces = (𝐶𝐴 + 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑)/ 𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 (2.18)
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here,
𝜏 = shear stress along the failure plane
𝐶 = cohesion along the failure plane
𝜎 = normal stress on the failure plane
𝜑 = angle of internal friction for the failure plane
𝑁 = magnitude of the normal force across the failure plane
𝐴 = area of the base of the plane
𝑊 = weight of the failure mass
𝛽 = dip angle of the failure plane

2.3 Attempts at studying and preventing effects of vibration on Slope Stability
As detailed in the previous sections, transient vibrations from the mine blasting and
earthquakes are one of the driving factors in slope failures. As discussed earlier, the two
important parameters when understanding vibrations are its amplitude and frequency. So,
to mitigate the effects of vibrations on slope stability it has been long studied by various
researchers, mines how they can control these two parameters of the vibration so that they
do not affect the slope or high-wall in their mine or the subject of the study. The guidelines
for controlling these parameters are introduced by the government organizations and
authorities in the respective country of the study.
The common methods used by the mines or the researchers for reducing the effects of
these parameters are:
1. Contour Blasting
2. Frequency Shifting
Contour Blasting:
The energy that is not used for fragmentation or displacement of the rock, sometimes 7080% of that developed in a blast hole, is mostly responsible for the strength reduction of
the rock outside the radius of excavation. New fractures and planes of weakness are created
and joints and bedding planes that may have been stable before the blast but can be opened.
As a result, the rock mass stability can be reduced. This can be seen as over break and the
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fractured face is left with a higher likelihood of rock falls. Thus, to address such technical
and economical adversities it is required to put up an appropriate level of engineering effort
that can produce safe and stable high-wall. This engineering effort is termed in the mining
industry as “Contour/Perimeter Blasting”.
Types of Contour Blasting
There are various types contour blasting methods, of these the most commonly used are:
1. Buffer blasting
2. Pre-splitting
3. Cushion blasting
4. Line drilling
Buffer Blasting
This is one of the simplest ways of contour blasting. Usually, the last row of production
blasting is altered for the energy, by changing the blasting pattern. The explosive energy
in the row is decreased so does the spacing and burden. The explosive energy is reduced
by using a scaled depth of burial higher than usual or using a decoupled charge over the
base of fully coupled toe charge.
Buffer blasting could be used as the sole technique of the wall control when the rock is
competent. There might be some over break and fractures in the final wall, but would be
much less than the production shot. Usually, buffer blasting is used in conjunction with
other means of wall control, but when used alone it is very economical.
Pre-Splitting
Pre-split is a row of small diameter, blast holes with decoupled charges, which are usually
fired instantly before the production blast to create a fracture plane. Creation of a pre-split
fracture before the production shot considerably reduces the amount of tensile stresses
damaging the high-wall.
One of the important parameters in pre-split blasting is the use of lightly loaded holes. The
light powder load may be obtained by using specially designed slender cartridges, partial
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or whole cartridges taped to a detonating cord downline, an explosive cut from a continuous
reel, or heavy grain detonating cord. A heavier charge of tamped cartridges is used in the
bottom few feet of the hole.
The depth for single pre-split is usually from limited to 45 to 60 feet due to the poor
accuracy of the drill holes of the small diameters. A deviation in the range of 5-6 inch from
the desired location can result in a poor pre-split outcome.
Usually, the pre-split holes are not stemmed, the decoupled charges and instantaneous
firing takes care of containing the gas pressure for the wedge effect. But if the noise from
the pre-splitting is a point of concern for the mining team, the holes could be stemmed but
could result in the crater formation at the crest.
Pre-split charges are fired using detonating cord, electronic detonators or the instantaneous
electric detonators as shown in Figure 2-12, to create the desired fracture plane. But,
wherever noise is a problem a small pyrotechnic delay detonator could be used to reduce
the maximum charge going off per delay. Surface lines of detonating cord should also be
buried with sand or the drill chippings to reduce the noise levels.

Figure 2-12: Pre-split formation through instantaneous initiation of closely spaced holes
(P.Dunn, 1995)
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Cushion Blasting
Cushion blasting is a common practice in the surface mines to trim or remove the excess
material from the face to give a smooth wall with little over break. The blast holes for
cushion blasting are drilled along the final line of excavation, the coupled toe charge is
followed by a decoupled charge to reduce the damaging effect to final wall.
The common diameter for cushion blasting have varied from 4-7 inches but large holes are
also used in the big surface mines. For this range of hole diameters, the common spacing
used is in the range of 5-8 feet. The general thumb rule that could be useful is spacing in
feet is 1.25 to 2.0 times the hole diameter in inches, higher the values correspond to the
softer rock and lower to hard rock.
The trim row should be suitably decoupled, with the coupling ratio of 0.45 for clean and
smooth final wall. Decoupling could be achieved using the undersized cartridges or use a
suitable charge in the bottom of the hole and allow gases to move up the blast hole.
The timing consideration in case of cushion blasting is different from the pre-splitting, as
in here unlike pre-split, the trim row is blasted after the main blast. The trim row needs
sufficient relief to remove the excess material from the face, so it is necessary that enough
time gap is provided between the production and trim row blasting. Usually the trim row
detonates after one delay period after the adjacent production holes shot. Multiple trim
holes can be shot per delay provided they don’t fire before the production holes or they are
not exceeding the vibration limits defined for the site.
Cushion blasting usually has the similar blast hole diameter as that of the production shot.
The bigger diameter allows for the more accurate drilling as compared to pre-split blasting.
The accurate drilling, in turn, helps to create trim holes as deep as production shot which
is usually the one bench height.
Line Drilling
Line drilling is a method used seldom in surface mines as drilling closely spaced holes is
expensive. They are only used when the rock is very weak and highly fractured and it is
very difficult to do a pre-split or cushion blast.
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The typical hole size for line drilling is from 2-3 inches. The costing is reduced if it possible
to use larger holes, as spacing could also be increased with it. But in most cases, the use of
small diameter blast holes due to fractured rock mass keeps the depth restricted to 30-40
feet.
Accurate drilling is the most important parameter in line drilling to be successful. The holes
drilled should all lie along the plane which corresponds to the final pit wall. Unequal
spacing can lead to variable results. Figure 2-13 displays initial values for the approximate
hole spacing in line drilling method. The hole spacing in feet could be determined by
multiplying the appropriate factor with drill diameter in use.

Figure 2-13: Approximate Powder Factor in Cushion Blasting (C.J. Konya, 1980)
In literature, we find various (C. Brown et. al, 1972, A. Rorke et.al, 2003, G. Newman et.al,
2011) examples of contour design blasts to reduce the damage to high-wall. One of the
cases discussed (K. Christopherson, 2011) in details is Morenci Mine, of Arizona, USA.
Case Study: Blast Designs in Morenci Mine
Overview
Morenci is an open-pit copper mine located in Greenlee County, Arizona. Ownership is
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold, Inc. (85 percent) and Sumitomo Metal Mining
Arizona Inc. (15 percent). The open-pit has been in operation since 1937 producing over 7
billion tons containing over 31 billion pounds of salable copper.
Problem
The blast design for 10.625 in. holes, for the upper bench of a 100ft high-wall required a
trim row at half the typical production spacing drilled 2ft off the designed toe; the 2nd row
with typical production spacing drilled 18ft off the trim row; the 3rd row of the same
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spacing drilled 18 ft. off the buffer row; and then standard production burden and spacing
into the pit. The design for the lower bench of a 100ft high wall required same dimensions
but moved 3ft in or 1ft inside of the design toe, in order to achieve the limit. This is
displayed in Figure 2-14

Figure 2-14: Section-view of Non-Pre-Split Final Design
It was established by the mining team that the blast achieved the designed toe but the final
charge weight resulted in the over break, damaging the high wall.
Results with new blast designs
Trial 1
To resolve the issue of the over break the charge weight in the trim row was reduced and
air deck was introduced in the first trial. The results were acceptable in terms of the over
break but the toe of the wall measure 20 ft.-30 ft. off the designed toe.
Trial 2
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To resolve the issue of designed toe the trim row was brought closer to the mid-bench and
the second-row closer to the trim-row. The powder factor in buffer row was increased to
1.0 lb/yd^3. The design from the trial 1 was improved with stronger powder factor without
fear of damaging the high wall. The result from the blasts were better from the trial 1, but
still, the toe was off by 12 ft. to 20 ft. from the designed toe. It was concluded the buffer
row could not pull the toe as much is required with this powder factor.
Trial 3
To mitigate the issue, as shown in Figure 2-15 the trim row was placed in the mid-bench
and buffer row was maintained at the same spacing as in trial 2. The third trial achieved
both the objectives-a sound wall and achievable toe limit.

Figure 2-15: Design for the third trial
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Frequency Shifting
Usually, mines or other blasting operations follow the statutory vibration standards for their
blasting operations. From the previous sections, we understand that the frequency is an
important parameter when defining displacement or strain at a given point or structure. For
example, for the same particle velocity at a single frequency vibration of 20 Hz, the
displacement will be half of the 10 Hz frequency vibration.
This concept of generating higher frequencies to stay at lower displacement levels is vital
for vibration sensitive areas. But before moving from one frequency to another it is vital to
understand the resonant or the natural frequency of the structure we want to protect. If in
the above case, if the natural frequency of the structure under study is 20 Hz, then it
coincides with the dominant frequency of the vibration, which can result in the excitation
of the structure giving rise to higher displacement or strain levels. So, it is important that
we find the natural frequency of the structure and then do the frequency shifting whether
it is to a lower or higher frequency. This approach has been researched and practiced in
many mines across the world, details of which could be found in the work of D.S.Preece
(2010), A. Sharma et.al (2013). One of the most recent approach by C. Dzerzhinsky (2016)
is discussed below.
Case: Shifting the blast vibration frequency to preserve high wall (Charles
Dzerzhinsky, 2016)
In this case, where the name of the mine was not disclosed in the paper, the high-wall in
the mine as shown in Figure 2-16, had troublesome geological conditions, which were
resulting in several failures. It was a concern for the Drill and Blast team of the mine that
by their actions of blasting near the wall they should not further aggravate this situation.
The most important parameter as we discussed above in shifting the frequency of vibration,
it is important to determine the ground resonant frequency. This is done mostly firing single
hole shots and collecting data using seismographs. As shown in the Figure 2-17, it was
found that the mine had the ground resonant frequency range between 9-12 Hz and the
ground was well able to support the frequencies in the range of 20-30 Hz.
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Figure 2-16: East Ramp High-Wall of the mine

Figure 2-17: Single hole blast vibration Power Spectrum
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So, it was feasible that with the correct study and use of blasting systems, the frequency
could be shifted away from the dominant frequency of the ground, in case the current
practices were generating vibration close to the ground dominant frequency.
Solution: The mining team did a range of study and concluded that the mine current
practices are generating vibrations levels close to the dominant frequency and they need to
shift away from it. The mine shifted to the blast timing regime of 40 ms between the holes
which resulted in the frequency shift in the range of 28-30 Hz well away from the resonant
frequency. It was observed by the geotechnical team of the mine after shifting to new
practices, over the period there was a decrease in the ground movement.
There are several other practical studies (Ruling Yang et. al, 2009) that have worked in the
direction of frequency shifting, which indicate that it is essential to first determine the
dominant frequency of the structure to preserve and then shift away from that frequency to
reduce the damage to the structure.
2.3 Numerical Modeling
The term "numerical modeling" is used for all types of calculations that are based on
numerical solutions of the complex differential equations encountered in rock mechanics
and engineering problems (R. Rai, 2012). Most of them apply discretization of the rock
mass into a large number of individual elements and achieve an iterative solution by
repetitive calculation in a computer. This technique is used mainly for the analysis of rock
stresses and deformations.
The basic pre-requisites for numerical analysis are the idealization of the actual excavation
within the rock mass and the division of the rock mass into different sectors, based on the
results of geological investigations. Material property models are established for each of
the sectors, and for the anticipated rock supports.
It is important to be aware of the restrictions and uncertainties that are inherent in such
modeling, of which the most important arise from the difficulty of obtaining reliable input
parameters, especially for:
- The magnitudes and directions of the in-situ stresses.
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- The material model and properties of the in-situ rock mass.
- The location and extent of the various geological sectors within the rock mass.
The reliability of the analysis will never be better than the reliability of the input parameters
and applied models.
Numerical modeling is widely used to resolve complex slope stability problems. These
models are helpful in integrating and giving the required representation of the
discontinuities such as joints, faults etc.
The numerical methods used for the analysis are divided into three approaches:
1. Continuum modeling
2. Discontinuum modeling
3. Hybrid modeling
Continuum Modeling:
Continuum modeling is used mostly in for the slopes with massive and intact rocks. The
model assumes the material to be continuous throughout the body and discontinuities are
introduced as an interface. The model is not very suitable for the slopes with many
intersecting joints.
The finite difference, finite element, and the boundary element methods are based on the
continuum modeling approach. In this approach as a basic condition, the problem is broken
down into various elements by discretization and the solution is procedure is initiated based
on the numerical approximations of the equations.
There are both three dimensional and two-dimensional software based on the continuum
modeling, some of the examples are:
1. Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) 2D and FLAC 3D based on the finite
difference methods, used to model complex behaviors, unstable systems etc.
2. Phase 2 is a two-dimensional finite element method based software used for analysis of
the complex geotechnical issues.
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3. PLAXIS 2D is also a two-dimensional finite element method based software widely used
for the slope stability analysis.
Discontinuum Modeling:
Discontinuum modeling methods consider rock mass under study as discontinuous by
treating them as a group of rigid or deformable blocks. These methods allow the slipping
and movement along the discontinuities with normal and shear stiffness, which allows
relative movement to one another and helps in modeling complex behavior. These methods
treat the problem as a group of distinct bodies interacting with one another and the external
loads. These are together termed as discrete element methods.
The variations of the discrete element methodology involve:
1. Distinct Element Method
2. Discontinuous deformation analysis
3. Particle Flow Codes
The most widely used discontinuum modeling based software used for the slope stability
analysis are UDEC (Universal Distinct Element Code, Itasca Consulting Group) and 3DEC
(3-Dimensional Distinct Element Code, Itasca Consulting Group).
Hybrid Modeling:
Hybrid modeling is an approach gaining popularity among the researchers as it can allow
the abilities of two different methods to be combined to achieve the desired results. GEOSLOPE could be as an example where the stress and water flow analysis is adopted using
limit equilibrium stability and finite-element method. Although, the requirement of high
memory for complex problems and little experience remains a challenge in the
development of this modeling.
Three-Dimensional Distinct Element Code (3DEC)
As discussed in the previous section 3DEC is based on distinct element method for
discontinuum modeling. 3DEC simulates the response of the media like jointed rock mass
subject to either static or dynamic loading.
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The salient features of the 3DEC are (User’s Guide Itasca 3DEC, 5.0):
1. The rock mass is modeled as 3D assemblage of rigid or deformable blocks
2. Discontinuities are regarded as distinct boundary interactions between blocks
3. A joint structure can be built into the model from the geological mapping
4. 3DEC’s in-time solution algorithm can accommodate large displacement and rotation
5. The graphics facility permits interactive manipulation of 3D objects
3DEC was initially developed to study the jointed rock mass for slope stability. But it has
been used extensively in the mining engineering problems for both underground and openpit solutions in static and dynamic conditions. The blasting effects are studied using
dynamic stress or velocity waves at model boundaries. In our analysis, of the experiment,
we have used the stress wave analysis approach to solve the problem.
2.3.1 Numerical Modeling application in Slope Stability Analysis
Case Study: Slope Stability at Escondida Mine
The Escondida Mine is a copper mine discovered on March 14, 1981, in Antofagasta Chile
(Cristina Valdivia and Loren Lorig Slope Stability in Surface Mining, SME 2000).
Concern: The slope failure mechanism at the mine involved strong structural control with
the formation of non-daylighting wedges. The mine wanted to analyze the case of mining
the four benches without expanding the unstable area of the northeast corner of the mine.
Slope-Stability Analysis: The mine had been using the XSTABL a software based on the
two-dimensional limit equilibrium method and FLAC 2D for the analysis of the slope
stability. But they were not capable of analyzing the planar failure that allows rotation, slip
or separation of the deformation blocks.
Solution: The three major stability concerns of the mine were:
-

A weak rock mass

-

Strong structural control resulting in non-daylighting wedges

-

High pore pressures
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3DEC was employed by the mine which had the capability to consider all these factors.
After numerical analysis with 3DEC, mine operations could successfully excavate the four
benches without affecting the unstable area of the mine.
Other examples:
At the Barrick, Goldstrike mine, the numerical modeling (using UDEC) approach was used
to interpret the failure mechanism of the slopes and complement the more traditional design
assessments like limit equilibrium approach. (Nick D. Rose and Robert P. Sharon, SME
2000)
There are various other examples available where the numerical modeling has been used
as a preferred approach to resolving the slope stability problems.
2.4 Vibration Standards
Vibrations from the blasting, quarrying and construction activities have been a nuisance
and a hazard for a long time both for the humans and the surrounding structures. Over the
decades, countries and government authorities have become more and more vigilant and
rigorous in the application of the vibration standards.
In general, most of the countries developed the vibrations standards keeping the detrimental
effects of the blasting operations on the concerned man-made structures and human beings.
But still, most of these standards are utilized for the estimating the limits of construction
blasting, pile driving and for the structures which are not directly concerned with the
stipulated standards.
In the first chapter, the vibration standards established by the USBM for blasting,
quarrying, and construction activities were seen. Below are the standards established by
some of the other countries.
1. British Standards
The British standards provide guidance on the possibility of the damage due to the blast
vibrations and the guide values are set at the lowest vibrations levels above which credible
proof of damage has been established in their studies. The source of vibration considered
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in establishing the standards are blasting, demolition, tunneling etc. The values in the
Figure 2-15, are vibration limits for the cosmetic damage which is the maximum value of
any of the three perpendicular components at any given time of the duration of the study.
Further, the figure details the transient vibration standards, if the case is of the continuous
vibrations which can give rise to resonant responses at lower frequencies, the velocity
levels are reduced by 50% than as shown in the Figure 2-18

Figure 2-18: Transient vibration guide values for the cosmetic damage BS 5228-2:2009

2. German Standards
The German Standards DIN 4150, Part 3, talks about the effects of construction vibrations
of both transient and continuous types. The different types of the vibrations are measured
at the different locations. The Figure 2-19, shows that long-term vibrations are independent
of the frequency. This is a frequency dependent guidance of the values of the velocity based
on the different types of buildings.
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Figure 2-19: DIN-4150 (3) Vibration velocity levels for the evaluation of the short term
and long-term impact
3. Swiss Standards
Swiss standard SN 640312 was introduced in 1979 and takes continuous and transient
vibrations. The buildings are divided into various categories as shown in Figure 2-20.
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Figure 2-20: Building categories, SN 640312

The two frequency ranges are fixed for the various recommended vibration velocities.

Figure 2-21: Frequency range for the various building types

4. Indian Standards
The Directorate General of Mines Safety (DGMS) has set the permissible limits of
vibrations, as detailed in the Table 2-2 that must be complied by the mines in India, to
continue their license to operate
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Table 2-2: DGMS prescribed permissible limits for ground vibration in India
Type of Structures

Dominant Frequency

<8 Hz

8-25 Hz

>25 Hz

1. Building/structures not belongings to owner
1.1 Domestic houses/ structures

5 mm/s

10 mm/s

15 mm/s

1.2 Industrial building

10 mm/s

20 mm/s

25 mm/s

1.3 Objects of historical importance
& sensitive structures

2 mm/s

5 mm/s

10 mm/s

2. Buildings belonging to the owner with limited span of life
2.1 Domestic houses/structures

10 mm/s

15 mm/s

20 mm/s

2.2 Industrial Buildings

15 mm/s

25 mm/s

50 mm/s

The various vibrations standards set up by the countries across the world are widely spread
and have a large range of frequency for the similar velocity levels, which is difficult to
understand. Further, it can be observed the standards are for the structures and buildings
inhibited by the human beings and cannot be generalized for any structure like high-wall.
So, it appears that each structure under consideration and those which can be affected by
the vibrations causing a safety concern should be studied independently to estimate the
impact of vibrations.
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3 Experiment
As discussed in the first chapter, high-wall related incidents are still prevalent and there is
no significant guideline directly stating this problem. To better understand these high-wall
behaviors under dynamic inputs, an experiment was designed. The aim of the experiment
was to observe the effects of blast vibrations and observe the safe levels of vibrations and
frequency to operate under given conditions.
3.1 Experiment Stages
The project was broadly divided into two stages, with each stage having different steps.
The first stage consists of collecting the field data and second stage comprised of assessing
that field data and develop working numerical models after calibrating them by simulating
the field conditions. The various steps of the experiment are as shown in the Figure 3-1.
Create a of
high-wall
in 3DEC
with boundary
conditions
Selection
the site,model
collection
and assessment
of the
field data

Create a high-wall model in 3DEC with boundary conditions and calibrate the model
using the vibration data collected from the field

Input the wave in the model with variable frequencies and observe the displacements
at the crest of high-wall

Observe the effects of various parameters such as height, angle and amplitude of
vibrations on the natural frequency of the high-wall
Figure 3-1: Experimental setup process of the research
Once the calibrated numerical model is created in 3DEC, a parametric study is done in an
attempt to understand the effects of various parameters such as the height of the high-wall,
the angle of the slope and the amplitude of the vibrations and the natural frequency of the
high-wall.
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3.1.1 Field data collection
The site understudy was Nally and Gibson, Georgetown Limestone Quarry located in
Georgetown Kentucky, where the underground excavation of limestone is done using drill
and blast. The high-wall, as shown in the Figure 3-2, along the ramp connecting the open
pit with the underground entry is studied as any adverse effect on the wall would be
damaging to the operations and safety of the mine.

Figure 3-2: High-wall under study at Nally & Gibson, Limestone Quarry, Georgetown,
Kentucky
The field data collection aims to gather day to day vibrations generated from underground
blasting operations and capture the locations of the points on high-wall at various time
during the period of study.
The field data collection was divided into two stages:
1. Setup seismographs in the field
2. Scan high-wall using Maptek I-Site 8800
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3.1.1.1 Seismograph Setup
To monitor the vibrations affecting the high-wall, seismographs as shown in Figure 3-3,
were set up. The seismographs were set up to collect the vibration, frequency, amplitude
of the blast vibrations. The data collected by the seismographs is accessed remotely using
a modem used to transmit data.

Figure 3-3: Setting up seismograph in field for data collection
3.1.1.2 Site Scanning
The high-wall under study was scanned using Maptek I-Site 8800, as shown in Figure 3-4.
The scanner collects the current location of the points on the high-wall. The data collected
at multiple times can help to identify the points, if any, which have moved from there
baseline position. The scanner is set up in the field at multiple locations, usually three, to
cover the high-wall from all the angles. The scanner takes a 360° picture of the area and
then the picture is divided into multiple sections to scan as per instructed by the user.
Sections expected to be most affected due to blasting vibrations and sections far away are
scanned with high density, implying that more data points are collected by reflection for
the given area of the wall. The scanned data is stored in a portable hand handled controller,
which can be later exported for further processing using I-Site Studio.
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Figure 3-4: Maptek I-Site 8800 Scanner used to scan high-wall in field
3.1.2 Data Processing
The data collected from the field is processed at the lab and is used to develop numerical
models for the predictions of movement of the high-wall from blasting vibrations. The data
collected is processed in three stages:
1. Generate a digitized scan of high-wall from the acquired scanner data using I-Site Studio
software
2. Import and assess the vibration data collected by seismograph using Seismograph Data
Analysis
3. Develop a numerical model in 3DEC
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3.1.2.1 Scanner Data Processing
The data collected by scanning the high-wall in the field is imported from the hand-held
controller. The different scans which are represented by different colors are stitched
together to generate a model as shown in Figure 3-5, comprised of all the points collected
in the field. The stitched model can be used to generate surfaces which further could be
used as an input for further numerical modeling using 3DEC. In the present research, due
to time constraint, this was not utilized, but it can be a further course of the study for the
future work.

Figure 3-5: Model generated by I-Site software from scan data collected in field

3.1.2.2 Vibration Data assessment
The vibration data from the underground blasting operations is stored in the seismographs
installed at the site. The data is accessed using Seismograph Data Analysis software as
shown in Figure 3-6, the data collected is used as an input for the simulating a dynamic
model in 3DEC.
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Figure 3-6: Vibration data accessed using Seismograph Data Analysis
3.1.3 Numerical Modeling
A numerical model was implemented in 3DEC, and for design, simplicity and considering
the blast vibration amplitudes, the model was assumed to be made of a single material with
elastic properties. Table 3-1, details the properties of limestone that were assigned to the
model after the calibration of the model.
Table 3-1: Properties of Limestone assigned in model
Properties of Limestone

Values

Density

5.5 slugs/ft^3

Bulk Modulus

6e8 lbf/ft^2

Shear Modulus

2.4e8 lbf/ft^2

Initially, for the numerical simulation, a 100ft model was implemented, Figure 3-7 shows
the boundary conditions of the model and Figure 3-8 details a schematic diagram of the
model. For, the dynamic input, the velocity recorded from the field was converted to a
stress history using equation 3.1 and a viscous boundary at the bottom of the model was
used to avoid reflection of the outgoing stress wave back into the model.
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𝜎 = 2(𝜌𝐶)𝑉

(3.1)

here,
𝜎 = applied shear stress
𝜌 = mass density
𝐶 = speed of s-wave propagation through medium
V = shear velocity

Figure 3-7: 3D model with boundary conditions for the numerical model in 3DEC
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Calibration
Point

Figure 3-8: Schematic 2D diagram of a 100ft model for the analysis

3.2 Calibration of the Model
Before the use of 3DEC model for parametric studies, the model was calibrated using the
vibration data collected from the field in a surface mine operation. Figure 3-9, shows one
of the velocity record collected from the field. The properties of the rock material were
adjusted as detailed in Table 3-1, and as shown in Figure 3-10, the resulting Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) comparison between numerical output and field data gives a
reasonable correlation. The calibration was done taking a numerical simulation output on
the base of the floor across the toe of the high-wall as the real-time data was collected on
the floor of the wall around 20 feet away from the toe as shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-9: Velocity record data collected in the field

Measured Field
Data
Numerical
Simulation

Figure 3-10: Calibration of the model by using the field vibration data

3.3 Parametric Study
The parametric study was focused on the determining the effects of variations in geometric
parameters as detailed in Table 3-2, of high-wall and vibration parameters of a blast on the
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frequencies affecting the strain rate in the high-wall. The parameters considered for this
study were:
1. High-wall height
2. Slope angle of the high-wall
3. Amplitude of vibration on the high-wall
Table 3-2: Various parameters considered for the study and their variations
High-Wall Height
100ft
200ft
300ft
400ft
500ft

Slope Angle
90 degrees
65 degrees
45 degrees
30 degrees

Amplitude
1 in/s
3 in/s
5 in/s

For the parametric study, initially, the natural frequency of the calibrated 100ft 3DEC highwall model was established. To determine the natural frequency of the model, it was
decided to shake the model with a constant amplitude velocity vibration. For this purpose,
an artificial input sinusoidal wave was created as shown in Figure 3-11, where the shear
stress histories were generated using the Equation 3.1 and they were applied at the base of
the model. The model was shaken with a wide range of the frequencies from 5 Hz to 60 Hz
for the fixed velocity amplitude of 1 in/s. The boundary conditions and the properties of
the model were not changed and were kept the same as when the calibration of the model
was done.
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Figure 3-11: An artificial ground vibration sine wave with a frequency of 5 Hz
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3.3.1 Establishing the natural frequency of the 100ft model
The 100ft calibrated 3DEC model was shaken with a range of shear wave frequencies and
the x-displacement of the mid-point of the crest line was recorded against the applied stress
wave as shown in the Figure 3-12. The figure displays that the displacement
Input Shear Wave (lbf)

Output Displacement at Crest (in)

10 Hz

20 Hz

30 Hz

38 Hz

50 Hz

Figure 3-12: Output Displacement at the crest on various Input Shear Wave Frequencies
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Further, the following figures explain the behavior of the model at various input
frequencies. The points 4,5,6 in the figure refers to the point on the toe, mid and crest of
the high-wall.
1. Frequency 5 Hz

Figure 3-13: The X-displacement time history for the 5 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure 3-14: The X-displacement contour for the 5 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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2. Frequency 20 Hz

Figure 3-15: The X-displacement time history for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure 3-16: The X-displacement contour for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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3. Frequency 30 Hz

Figure 3-17: The X-displacement time history for the 30 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure 3-18: The X-displacement contour for the 30 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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4. Frequency of 38 Hz

Figure 3-19: The X-displacement time history for the 30 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure 3-20: The X-displacement contour for the 38 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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5. Frequency 50 Hz

Figure 3-21: The X-displacement time history for the 50 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure 3-22: The X-displacement contour for the 50 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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6. Frequency 60 Hz

Figure 3-23: The X-displacement time history for the 60 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure 3-24: The X-displacement contour for the 60 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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It was observed as shown in Figure 3-25 that for up to a certain frequency of 38 Hz the
displacement of the particle at the mid-point of the crest line kept on increasing but after
that on increasing the frequency of the input wave, the displacement declined steadily. This
nature of any structure is observed at the natural frequency, where the maximum
displacement is observed and displacement on both sides of that frequency is smaller than
the displacement at that natural frequency.

Displacement vs Frequency
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Displacement ( 10-3 in)

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
5
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15

16
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20

22

25

30

35

38

40

45

50

55

0

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3-25: Displacement vs Frequency, with 38 Hz natural frequency of the 100ft highwall
3.3.2 Effect of height of the high-wall on natural frequency
Once the natural frequency of the 100ft model was established, the height of the high-wall
was varied from 100ft to 500ft, keeping all the other parameters and properties the same.
The modeling was done to determine the effect of height on the natural frequency of the
different models. The models were shaken with the same stress history as was in the
previous case of the 100ft model. The results of the variation are detailed in Table 3-3
below.
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Table 3-3: Variation in Natural Frequency with Height of the High-wall
Height of the High-wall
100ft
200ft
300ft
400ft
500ft

Natural Frequency
38 Hz
35 Hz
32 Hz
30 Hz
29 Hz

3.3.3 Effect of slope of the high-wall on natural frequency
Once the effect of variation of the height of the model was established the next parameter
that was considered for the study was the slope of the wall. In the case of variation in height
the slope of the wall was kept constant at 90 degrees. In this case, the height of the wall
was kept at 100ft and slope of the wall varied from practical values in the range of 90
degrees to 30 degrees. The data for the natural frequency for the slope of 90 degrees was
captured in the previous section, so the other data points were captured during this study.
The frequency of the stress wave for the study was varied from the range of 5 Hz to 60 Hz.
The sampling rate was increased in some cases to collect close in data figures.
1. Slope Angle 45 degrees
1. Frequency 20 Hz

Figure 3-26: The X-displacement time history for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure 3-27: The X-displacement contour for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
2. Frequency 28

Figure 3-28: The X-displacement time history for the 28 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure 3-29: The X-displacement contour for the 28 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
3. Frequency 44

Figure 3-30: The X-displacement time history for the 44 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure 3-31: The X-displacement contour for the 44 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
4. Frequency 55

Figure 3-32: The X-displacement time history for the 55 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure 3-33: The X-displacement contour for the 55 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
Similar data was collected for the slopes with 65 degrees and 30 degrees. In the variation
in the natural frequency of the high-wall with the slope as detailed in Table 3-4, it was
observed that the natural frequency shifts slightly towards the higher side as the slope
becomes flatter.
Table 3-4: Variation of the Natural Frequency of the high-wall with Slope angle
Slope of the 100ft High-wall

Natural Frequency

90 degrees

38 Hz

65 degrees

42 Hz

45 degrees

44 Hz

30 degrees

46 Hz

3.3.4 Effect of the amplitude of the vibration on natural frequency of high-wall
The amplitude of the artificial wave used for the simulation of the models at various
frequency was kept at 1 in/s for the sake of simplifying the calculation process. But to see
if there is any effect on the natural frequency of a high-wall due to change in the amplitude
of the input stress wave. The calibrated models of the 100ft and 300ft while keeping all the
other parameters same were shaken with the increased amplitude of the 3 in/s and 5 in/s.
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It was found that the displacement measured at all the three concerned points at the
different frequencies was increased by the similar factor as the increase in the amplitude of
the input stress wave. The results of the study are detailed in Table 3-5 below.
Table 3-5: Effect of change in amplitude on Natural Frequency of High-wall
Height of the High-wall

Peak Amplitude of Velocity

Natural Frequency

1 in/s
100ft

3 in/s

38 Hz

5 in/s
1 in/s
300ft

3 in/s
5 in/s
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32 Hz

4 Results
The parametric study concentrated on the effects of the following factors on the natural
frequency of the high-wall:
1. High-wall height
2. Slope angle of the high-wall
3. Amplitude of vibration on the high-wall
1. Effect of Height on Natural Frequency
Based on the results of the 100ft model, the study was extended to understand and observe
the effect of changing heights on the behavior of the high-wall. As shown in the Figure 41 it is observed that for the similar properties and the vibrations levels, the natural
frequency starts to shift gradually to lower frequency levels with the increase of the high
of the high-wall.

Natural Frequency vs High-Wall Height
Natural Frequency (Hz)

40

36

32

28

24
100

200

300

400

500

Height of the High-Wall (ft)

Figure 4-1: Line Graph between Natural Frequency and High-Wall Height
2. Effect of Slope of the wall on Natural Frequency
The slope of the high-wall left in the mine depends on the various parameters, like
economic viability, the stability of the overall pit-slope angle and others. As the part of the
parametric study, as shown in Figure 4-2, the slope of the 100ft, 300ft, 500ft models were
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varied to various angles to see the effect of changing slope on the natural frequency of the
high-wall. Table 4-1, details the results of this study on the 100ft high-wall. It was
observed, as the slope of the high-wall moved towards more flatter angles, the natural
frequency of the wall shifted to higher frequencies. Further, Figure 4-2 shows the variations
of the natural frequency with the slope of the high-wall for various heights under study.
Table 4-1: Effect of Slope angle on the Natural Frequency of the 100ft High-wall
Slope of the 100ft High-wall

Natural Frequency

90 degrees

38 Hz

65 degrees

42 Hz

45 degrees

44 Hz

30 degrees

46 Hz

Natural Frequency (Hz)

Natural Frequency vs Slope of Wall
50
45
40
35
30
25
30

45
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90

Slope of the High-wall (degrees)
Natural Frequency_100 ft

Natural Frequncy_300 ft

Natural Frequency_500 ft

Figure 4-2: Variation of Natural Frequency with Slope of High-Wall for various heights

3. Effect of Increase in Amplitude of Vibration on Natural Frequency
All the vibrations standards across the countries include the amplitude of the vibration, as
one of the key parameters. As the part of this parametric study, the effects on the natural
frequency of the high-wall was observed due to the change in amplitude of the blast
vibration shaking the high-wall.
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Table 4-3, below shows that the changing amplitude of the vibration does not have any
effect on the natural frequency of a high-wall. However, it was noted that the amplitude of
the displacement of the particle for varying frequencies increased by the similar factor as
the vibration levels.

Table 4-3: Effect of change in amplitude on Natural Frequency of High-wall
Height of the High-wall

Peak Amplitude of Velocity

Natural Frequency

1 in/s
100ft

38 Hz

3 in/s
5 in/s
1 in/s

300ft

3 in/s

32 Hz

5 in/s
Figure 4-3, shows the effect change in displacement by corresponding factor of three but
no change in natural frequency.
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Figure 4-3: Comparison of Displacement and Frequency with Amplitude of 1 in/s & 3 in/s
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the outcomes of the parametric study done, it can be observed that the natural
frequency of the high-wall, varies with the geometry, more specifically with the height and
slope angle of the high-wall. It was observed that, while keeping all the properties same,
with the increase in the height, the natural frequency of the high-wall shifts gradually to
relatively lower frequencies. A trend of lower natural frequencies was noted for more
vertical slopes as compared to the higher once with flatter slopes. Another important
observation was that there is no effect of the change in amplitude of the blasting vibrations
on the natural frequency of the high-wall. However, a corresponding increase in the
displacement of the particles was noted.

The Z-curve given by USBM gives safe limits of peak particle velocity and frequency from
blasting vibrations for buildings. It shows that blasting vibrations at low frequency could
be more damaging than those at the higher frequency. However, unfortunately, they are
restricted to specific cases of household structures and do not throw light on the limits for
the high-walls, a permanent and crucial structure to the safety of a mine.

As the perception of the moving away from lower frequencies to higher frequencies goes
stronger for buildings of one story and houses. It is required that other types of structures
be considered like high-walls.

It can be understood that most of the mines cannot afford to take the time and resources
out to do the numerical modeling of their structures and design their blasts accordingly.
One of the most useful methods to estimate the ground resonant frequency is the use of
single blast hole detonation as an input and measure the frequency of the ground. This can
be a good starting point for the blasting engineers.

A fundamental step in the analysis of ground vibrations produced by blasting and its effects
on the stability of high-walls is first to determine the natural frequency of the high-wall
and make sure that, in the process of shifting to different frequencies, either higher or lower,
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the shift should be away from the natural frequency so that safety of high-wall and miners
is not compromised.

5.1 Future Course of Action
The natural frequencies observed during this study were on the higher side as compared to
what is usually monitored or discovered in the field. One of the reasons for this observation
could be the use of intact rock for the modeling. In the future course of study, it would be
interesting to see what are the effects on the natural frequency, when the joints and other
discontinuities are introduced in the numerical model. The use of scanners like the Maptek
I-Site 8800 in conjunction with numerical modeling, could also be useful for understanding
the movement of the wall and monitor the changes during the lifetime of high-wall.
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Appendix
A. Variation in the natural frequency with the height of high-wall
A1. Model: 300ft and 90 degrees

Figure A 1:The X-displacement time history for the 15 Hz stress wave on 300ft model

Figure A 2: The X-displacement contour for the 15 Hz stress wave on 300ft model
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Figure A 3: The X-displacement time history for the 32 Hz stress wave on 300ft model

Figure A 4: The X-displacement contour for the 32 Hz stress wave on 300ft model
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Figure A 5: The X-displacement time history for the 50 Hz stress wave on 300ft model

Figure A 6: The X-displacement contour for the 50 Hz stress wave on 300ft model
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A2. Model: 500ft and 90 degrees

Figure A 7: The X-displacement time history for the 25 Hz stress wave on 500ft model

Figure A 8: The X-displacement contour for the 25 Hz stress wave on 500ft model
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Figure A 9: The X-displacement time history for the 28 Hz stress wave on 500ft model

Figure A 10: The X-displacement contour for the 28 Hz stress wave on 500ft model
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Figure A 11: The X-displacement time history for the 55 Hz stress wave on 500ft model

Figure A 12: The X-displacement contour for the 55 Hz stress wave on 500ft model
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B. Variation in the natural frequency with the slope of high-wall
B1. Model: 100ft and 65 degrees

Figure B 1: The X-displacement time history for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 2: The X-displacement contour for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure B 3: The X-displacement time history for the 30 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 4: The X-displacement contour for the 30 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure B 5: The X-displacement time history for the 42 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 6: The X-displacement contour for the 42 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure B 7: The X-displacement time history for the 60 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 8: The X-displacement contour for the 60 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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B2. Model: 100ft and 30 degrees

Figure B 9: The X-displacement time history for the 15 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 10: The X-displacement contour for the 15 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure B 11: The X-displacement time history for the 46 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 12: The X-displacement contour for the 46 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure B 13: The X-displacement time history for the 55 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure B 14: The X-displacement contour for the 55 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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C. Variation in high-wall natural frequency with the amplitude of vibration
C1. Model: 100ft and 3 in/s Amplitude

Figure C 1: The X-displacement time history for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure C 2: The X-displacement contour for the 20 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure C 3: The X-displacement time history for the 40 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure C 4: The X-displacement contour for the 40 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure C 5: The X-displacement time history for the 50 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure C 6: The X-displacement contour for the 50 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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C2. Model: 100ft and 5 in/s Amplitude

Figure C 7: The X-displacement time history for the 15 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure C 8: The X-displacement contour for the 15 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure C 9: The X-displacement time history for the 25 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure C 10: The X-displacement contour for the 25 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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Figure C 11: The X-displacement time history for the 50 Hz stress wave on 100ft model

Figure C 12: The X-displacement contour for the 50 Hz stress wave on 100ft model
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